
Climate Chances - Flood Free Future
Problem

Climate change is knocking on the shores of the north coast 

of Egypt. The shores should defend the economical center of 

Egypt. The Nile delta is the heart of Egypt; just like the human 

heart it is fragile. Without the delta, Egypt won’t live, the body 

can’t survive without a heart. 

The Nile delta will not become the next Atlanis, the coastline 
must be defended, one way or another. To prevent the Nile delta 

from looding it needs an innovaive, integrated and mulidis-

ciplinary masterplan. This will keep the heart of Egypt not only 

alive, it is also feeded. By creaing addiional water resources, 
increasing the eiciency of water use and protect the public 

health by cleaning the delta, the whole of Egypt beneits.
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Holding the Mediterranean sea back

Flooded areas in 2100, according to worst case scenario (IPCC, 2007) if no adaptaions are implemented

Tourism at Bullurus lake

Phase I 

A - Reinforce roads around the lake as a  natural dike

  

B - Divering drainage channels to the west part of the lake 
through one main channel for treatment

Phase II

Expanding and protecing the shoreline by 
building with nature.

Reinforcements of the shoreline with ariicial dunes and 
stabilisaion of the dunes with vegitaion

Phase III

Reinforcement and development of the coastal road
and implemening tourisic development
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Phase I has to be completed before 2025. The Burullus lake will 

lood irst and cause a severe threat for the densely 
populated Kafr El-Sheikh region

Phase II has to be completed before 2050 by expanding the 

coast and reinforce it with dunes

Phase III is to gain more interest for this region. The ecological 

and cultural value can be used to develop tourism in the area
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SUSTAINABLE AND SAFE NILE DELTA 

Electricity generaion using kineic 
energy


